
Wireless (WIFI)
Conference System

Advancement in
Wireless (WIFI)
Technology

Traditionally, most devices 
are connected via cables 
which is time wasting and 
cumbersome. But with the 
new EIKI Wireless (WIFI) 
conference system, digital 
wireless (WIFI) technology 
brings meetings to a new era, 
making hosting meetings 
more efficient and smooth.

Using Wireless (WIFI)
technology to co-work
perfectly with
existing networks

EIKI wireless unit, 
chooses the frequency 
point from dozens of 
available ones on our 
access point, thus 
working in zero 
interference with all 
other networks in the 
area.

Modern arc-shaped
surface design

New Generation
Fully Digital
Wireless (Wifi)
Conference
System

Quick setup

Dust and water-proof

Sensor touch buttons

Anti-scratch cover
technology



5Ghz
Connection Point

 

Designed to increase productivity during meetings,
this wireless conference system delivers great clarity

voice to all participants. Easy to install and use for
�rst time users too.

5Ghz Wi-Fi access point to avoid any interference

Detachable battery pack is easy to replace and charge
4 hours to fully charged. Can use 24 hours continuously, 
working time is 24 hours, 40 hours for standby

Support up to 50pcs of microphone units per AP. 
Maximum can go up to 8units of AP

USB recording and advanced noise cancellation
technology to realize clearer recording

Work 7x24 Hours

Enterprise-class wireless AP, makes the signal strength
of each linked WIFI unit easily viewed.

Wide and less interference, can reach a radius of
30 meters, generally a radius of 25 meters, and
connects 50 pcs wireless units

With 410mm Flexible Gooseneck Microphone



Precise 
microphone 

Strong audio 
output

Indicator for 
speaking or 
applying queue 
status

Timer for participants to 
control speech time

Channel selector for 
interpretations

Graphic signal/battery indicator

Elegant stainless 
steel covers 

High fidelity 
internal 
loudspeaker

Soft touch MIC activation (in red)  or other
standby feature (in white)

Dust-proof

Wireless (WIFI) Chairman
and Delegate Units

APPLICATIONS

Small, medium 
size meeting 
room

Large Conference
hall, where voting 
system* is needed  
or/and equipped
with camera auto
tracking system*

International 
conferences with 
multi language 
wireless
translation
system*

*Optional item

Uniquely designed 
scratch-resistant arc-shaped 
and back-lit glass control 
panel

Delivers high fidelity sound



SYSTEM CONNECTION DIAGRAM

Audio Cable

USB Cable

CAT5e Network Cable

HDMI Cable

RS232

SDI Cable

EIKI-CDC-S
Full HD Camera*

EIKI-CATC-B
Auto-tracking Camera Controller*

EIKI-AP4C
2.4GHz/5GHz Professional
Conference Access Point

EIKI-SPK SERIES
POE Column Speaker*

EIKI-EXM
Full Digital Extension Main Unit*

EIKI-DCP2000-W
Full Digital Network Conference Controller 

EIKI-WVC/D-T
5G WiFi Wireless Digital discussion + voting
Chairman/Delegate Unit

*Optional item
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